Ernst art lesson
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Stella Louella’s Runaway Book

Standard 3
Visual Art Expression - The student will observe, select, and utilize a variety of ideas and subject matter in creating original works of visual art.

2. Use a variety of subjects, basic media and techniques in making original art including drawing, painting, and sculpture.
4. Use art media and tools in a safe and responsible manner.

Tools:
14X17 white construction paper – folded in half
Pencils
Colored pencils
Markers or crayons

After reading the book, Stella Louella’s Runaway Book; students will examine the end papers and discuss the art at the front and back of storybook.
Some questions to consider:
Do the end pages tell a story?
What do you see?
Where is the place illustrated in this end page?

Each students designs end pages for the storybook, Stella Louella’s Runaway Book or any other Ernst book, like Hannah Mae O’Hannigan’s Wild West Show**

**using a different book, will involve reading and discussing that book, exploring the pictures
And asking these questions:
Who is the main character?
Where did this story take place?
What was your favorite part?
Do you have a favorite character?
Could you design end papers for this book, Hannah Mae…